Indivisible

ACROSS
1. Modern purchases
5. Like reptilian skin
11. An HMO may require you to have one
14. 500 sheets
15. Accustomed
16. Type of salmon
17. Soccer legend
18. Rock that sounds nice?
19. Part of a TV series
20. Whatever she wants, she gets
22. Black and white swimmer
23. Part of a TV series
24. For experimental purposes
26. -cedent precedent
28. Exploit
29. Prez or gov
30. It comes after thunder
32. Fixed, in a way
34. They turn into newts (and don't get better)
36. On
39. Start of many a theorem in number theory... or a hint to this puzzle's theme
44. "Didn't need to hear that"
45. Something lovelier than any poem, per Alfred Joyce Kilmer
46. Barbershop sound
48. 1-Down, e.g.
52. Tombstone figure
54. Piggy, in a child's rhyme
55. "Killing ___" (BBC drama)
56. Détente
58. Sending regrets, perhaps
60. Moves like the Enterprise
62. Nice sky?
64. Give credit to
65. It may be a stretch
66. Occasional Oscar nominee
68. Porters and stouts
70. "When I was ___" (Gilbert & Sullivan lyric)
71. Only U.S. state capital that does not share a letter with its state
72. Famous fiddler
73. Seasonal beverage that's also a transformation group: Abbr.
74. Like this entry
75. ___ buco

6. Provide commentary
7. Little Caesar?
8. "Fear of Flying" author Jong
9. Smooth over
10. QB stat
11. One of the Gemini
12. The C in nCr
13. Like a houseplant
16. Inflation meas.
23. "My Cousin Vinny" star Joe
24. Gibbon or gorilla
25. Derivative
27. Those who injure their 38-Acrosses, perhaps
31. Dessert drink
33. Many street liners
35. Mlle, across the Pyrenees
37. Where you admire the fire going higher
40. Radiates
41. Ones doing deep work?
42. Authorizes
43. Willa Cather subjects
47. A square one can't fit in a round hole
48. Neck feature in cattle
49. Benefits
50. Skin-related
51. Stratagem
53. Pipe material
57. Electrician
59. Not your forte?
61. Tide ___ challenge (bizarre 2018 fad)
63. Architect Saarinen
66. Place to unwind
67. Ayin followers
69. "Hamilton" co-star Phillipa

DOWN
1. Abstract artist Jean
2. Removes, as a sticker
3. California tech hub
4. Detected an odour
5. Porky or Peppa
6. Provide commentary